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BETTER JIGS A N D FIXTURES
B y R . A . F I E L D , I . E . I l l

PLASTICS, developed only recently, are fabri-
cation materials of great possibilities, though,

as yet, they are limitedly utilized in industry.
They are light, tough materials comparable to
steel in many of their properties. Hardened,
plastics can be machined, turned on l a t h e s ,
milled, sawed, buffed, threaded, and tapped by
ordinary wood-working tools. Because the pres-
ent emergency has resulted in an acute shortage
of steel, the adaptability of plastics has promoted
their development and subsequent use, direct and
indirect, in the manufacture of numerous products
ordinarily made of steel.

For the economy and acceleration of the cur-
rent war industrial program, plastic materials
have been found especially applicable in the var-
ious tool manufacturing processes including drill
jigs, formed router blocks, shaping blocks, chuck-
ing fixtures, punch jigs, saw jigs, form dies, and
in practically any jigs and fixtures involving con-
tours. Besides large savings in material expense,
plastics have two outstanding advantages over
steel in the tooling industry:

be made quickly for
through solid plastic

1. Duplicate tools can
multiple operations
casts.

2. Solid plastic jigs have the distinct advant-
age of forming a continuous surface where
the metal is shaped, whereas the conven-
tional steel jigs give support only at inter-
vals of twelve to sixteen inches which can
cause undesirable metal "wrinkles" during
assembly.

The greatest economical application of assem-
bly jigs has been in the aircraft industry. The
economy in both time and material has been tre-
mendous. For example, the drawings for a plas-
tic jig for one cowl assembly in the aircraft indus-

Plastic. Drill Jig

try required only eight hours and the fabrication
involved 125 hours. To design a conventional
steel jig for the same part required thirty hours
drawing time, while fabrication consumed approx-
imately 300 hours. In addition to saving time,
over 1000 pounds of steel were saved by the plas-
tic jig.

As the resultant physical properties of plastic
jig and fixture castings are determined by the
formula as well as the mixing, certain standards
have been adopted. The character of the casting
can be varied to some degree by altering the
amount and type of filler and special formulas
have been developed for specific purposes. How-
ever, a standard has been set up that is found
acceptable for most plastic tooling. This is an
acid-setting phenol formaldehyde composition,
thermosetting liquid form. Here is the mix for-
mula:

1. Resin, 67% by weight.
2. Catalyst, 8% by weight.
3. Filler, 25% by weight.

The filler is finely ground walnut flour. The
ingredients are first carefully weighed, then the
acid catalyst is added to the resin and carefully
mixed. Immediately, the walnut shell flour is
added and mixed, and when ready to pour the
plastic is a dark brown viscous liquid. For uni-
form texture and quality the liquid plastic is
thoroughly mixed in any type of power mixer.
This mixture is then transferred to jacketed
kettles to attain good flowability and uniform
pouring temperature.

After the liquid plastic has acquired a constant
temperature, it is puddled to remove trapped air,
After puddling, it is poured into prepared plaster
cast molds and placed into an oven for eight to
twelve hours, depending on the mold shape and
size, in a surrounding temperature of 150 to 180
degrees Fahrenheit for curing. When the cast-
ing is cured, it is removed from the oven, sep-
arated from the plaster mold, and spot sanded to
remove any necessary rough surfaces. The fin-
ished jig or fixture casting is light brown, corn-i
pact, tough, and light weight material suitable for
mounting and subsequent use for assembly pro-
duction.

Through the plastic tooling process, thousands
of man-hours are being saved in addition to re-
ducing the amount of steel required in jigs. Thus
two critical materials—manpower and steel are
made available to other manufacturers.
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MACHINE-WELDING ARTERIES FOR INDUSTRY
HACING under a shower of white-hot
^ oxyacetylene flames at speeds up to
200 feet per minute, formed metal strip
is quickly converted into welded tubing.

Tubing produced by this Airco auto-
matic welding method is characterized
by strength, shock-resistance, and uni-
form wall thickness —and especially by
its speedy manufacture and low cost.

Because of these ad-
vantages, tubing weld-
ed by the Airco auto-
matic method has found
a wide range of uses in
industry . . . from drive
shafts in trucks and

VICTORY
BUY

tanks to its more common role in dis-
tributing gas, oil and water in machinery
of production and war.

This use of the oxyacetylene flame is
another example of how Airco research
is extending the benefits of flame and
arc processes to many manufacturing
operations. By constantly increasing the
efficient application of these processes,
Airco research has broadened their use-
fulness to industry.

If you want to keep posted on flame
and arc developments, write for a free
copy of "Airco in the News." Address
Air Reduction, Room 1656,60 East 42nd
Street, New York.

AIR I ®
REDUCTION
6 0 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.

In Texas:
Magnolia-Airco Gas Products Co.

General Offices: HOUSTON, TEXAS

IDLE CYLINDERS AKE PRODUCTION SLACKERS: KEEP 'EM ROLLING FOR VICTORY!
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